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About This Game

Star Waker

Play as Ariane Ducenar in her quest to save humanity from eternal slumber in this shoot'em'up.

Three kinds of spaceships will be available to you, each with their own gameplay and ambiance. You'll have to constantly adapt
to power through the obstacles on your way to wake up mankind. This includes the ability to modify your skills trees anytime !
Furthermore, your dexterity will be tested in many ways: not only will you have to fight every enemy blocking your path, but

you'll also have to maneuver through planetary defenses!

Will you unreal the conspiracies threatening mankind and carry out your mission against all odds? Will you handle the
experimental yet powerful ships?

Content

Three customizable spaceships with their own skilltrees for various gameplays!

Almost 40 levels and numerous galactic-scale bosses!

A story that will guide you through the mysteries of the past to ensure the future of humanity!
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Some puzzles had obtuse leaps in logic but honestly compared to certain adventure games these were still really fair while still
being interestingly challenging. Ending's kinda rushed but honestly how many classic adventure games have good endings? Two?
Three, maybe? Solid 8/10, would recommend, though due to Humble Bundle discounts I only got it for like $22. Maybe wait for
a sale.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME FOR FUN.
THIS GAME IS A STEAMING PILE OF♥♥♥♥♥♥

IF YOU WANT THE ACHIEVEMENTS JUST CHEAT, ITS NOT WORTH IT.. AMAZING fun with friends! It's like
BomberMan meets Mario Party! I'm excited to stream this, this was such a great experience! Will definitely be playing this on a
regular basis! Keep up the great work, David! 9\/10. A polished arcade experience, where you can win a ball from the crane
(while standing inside the machine) and then throw that ball into the basketball hoop. Enjoyed the open sandbox feel as much as
the games.. Early Access Review:

I have only just started playing the game, but so far my early impressions are positive; for an indie effort there is a heck of a lot
to be admired here. Where some Space Sims go for heavy complexity, SpaceBorne aims for an accessible structure that leads
you into its more complex elements. Some keys elements to be aware of:

Flight:
- The combat in this game is excellent, similar to Strike Suit Zero - it isn't dog-fighting; rather it's dodging, weaving and
strafing.
- Energy management and weapon deployment is key
- There are power ups you can buy and equip

Ship:
- Your ship has a number of core stats and slots which you can equip better gear to.
- Each ship seems to fit a specific "class" - better for hauling, fighting, stealth etc
- Gear is universal, but some ships provide better system support

Environment:
- Whilst the opening act is linear (Tutorial heavy) this helps you to understand the mechanics and flow. Trading is not overtly
complex, nor is mining or exploration.
- The systems aren't "open world" per se - instead they're set warp points you have to find via use of the scanner
- Stations aren't just a screen - they're fully explorable. So far NPC chatter is limited and your interactions are just walking and
talkin, but it adds to the feeling of immersion and exploration.
- The game is made up of multiple star systems which you can explore as well, which opens up after the main introductory act.

UI:
- The interface is clear and gets the message across. At times it can feel a bit cluttered, with icons being quite large on the screen
and at odds with the rest of the presentation.
- There is something missing from it, insofar as it doesn't feel "finished" - I can't quite put my finger on it but it seems it needs a
proper border, or framing
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- trading and equipping gear is very straightforward

I haven't yet hit the point of building your own base, but so far the game is accessible, fun and well optimised. The translation
has a couple of mis-spellings, but that's to be expected and the quality so far is actually impressive. Voice acting is good, passing
muster, but only really used in cutscenes and core missions. Most interaction is text only.

So far, really enjoying it and I look forward to seeing the game develop. With some tweaking of the UI and minor updates to
NPC animations, this is a great space game with a lot to it, without overwhelming the player.
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This is obvious without even playing it, but this is a clear Bomberman copy. BUT this definently isn't a bad thing, the game is
very enjoyable, especially with friends. Even without friends, you can still join hosted lobbies online, and the community is very
kind. Anyways, it's a free game and it should be fun for a while, especially if you happen to be looking for a game to play with a
friend, give it a go
. Very fun and easy to play :>. I am having a lot of fun with this game. I enjoy the puzzles and quests and the village building is
great!. It's fun upgrading the buildings and levelling up your crafting building to unlock stronger gear to craft and feels like a
nice touch to the survival genre.
The puzzles i have found so far are fun especially the gravity one. some are simple like the first one i did but some made me
stop and think for a couple minutes so it seems like there is a good mix of difficulty.
The community seems nice, the Devs and community managers are friendly in discord, active and ask the community for idea's.
I have come across some minor glitches which is expected of an early access game but nothing major or game breaking and the
Devs actively check the bug reporting channel on their discord.
I would suggest this game highly if you like survival games mixed with a little town building and puzzle solving.. Downloads
game
Launches game
Watches tutorial
Plays the first match and wins
Instantly gets kicked. Bought it for the achievements.
Stayed for the gameplay.... this game seems to have some bugs with at least 1 major one during chapter 5 after you talk to Paul
Seeker and take the shrunken head when you go to leave the clinic to keeps saying i still need to talk to him and yet when i try it
says that hes rambling insanly so im stuck there with nothing to do.. Essentially a blast from the past, my favorite parts of the
game were the ones that really showed how much the world has changed in little over 3 decades, larries character was always
cheerful and in his eternal thirst he managed to help alot of people along the way, he's a good guy when you get down to it.

It's not really a porn game (although I'll never convince my friends of this) it's really just one long sex joke, there are a handful
of repulsive vulgar moments that instill the appropriate amount of shock value for comedic effect, yet I feel at least once (or
twice) that these outlandish situations force the player to do somethign I at least found no hint of needing to do, so I got stuck 2
or 3 times, walkthroughs help, but keep in mind sense the game is non liniear you might struggle to find what you missed
without spoiling some stuff you weren't looking for.

Over all LSL WDDD gave me an inexplicable sense of nostalgia , and I've never played any of larry's previous games and I was
born in the late 90's, yet I found myself reminiscing about times I never knew, and that's a fun thing to do.. A fun game if you're
not braindead. Tad buggy but the developer is good at updating the game for fixes. Worth the money to support a great dev for
future games.. it's better than nightmare in north point but it's still less than an hour long
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